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Welcome 
It’s been a great Spring for 
wildlife with plenty of sun and 
rain; the ‘wild’ part of my 
garden and vegetable patch 
has certainly been growing 
with  a vengeance! 

I’m sure you're all very busy 
surveying and spotting wildlife 
all across Berkshire and 
Oxfordshire. We will have 
online recording working by 
the time autumn sets in and 
you’re ready to start inputting 
and submitting your records, 
so we will be in touch soon... 

Our Annual Report  for 
2013/14 is available on our 
website (look under ‘About 
Us’) and in other news I’ll be 
off on maternity leave in 
September. Lucy will be taking 
over  while I’m away, so see 
you all when I’m back in May 
2015! 

Camilla Burrow 
Director 
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This year’s conference will be 

on Saturday 27th September 

at Oracle (Thames Valley 

Park), Reading from 10am to 

4pm.   

The day will include: 
 Launch of Berkshire’s 

Nature Strategy 
 Keynote speaker 
 Workshop session 
 Networking 
 Talks from local groups 

Booking essential. Tickets 

cost £10 (£5 concession) and 

can be booked by contacting 

Annie English on 01628 

829574 ext. 208 or by email: 

Annie@BerkshireLNP.org. 

Berkshire Local Nature Partnership & TVERC 

Conference - “Life Along Berkshire’s Rivers” 

Despite the 
wealth of 
wildlife sites and 
local enthusiasts 
across 
Oxfordshire 
there was not a group dedicated to the 
monitoring and conservation of 
mammals, meaning that valuable 
information on distribution and 
abundance of mammal species within 
the county was going unrecorded.  Until 
now!  The newly-formed Oxon Mammal 
Group comprises specialists, generalists 
and interested observers, all with a 
common interest in the ecology and 
conservation of mammals, be they in a 
back garden, local nature reserve, or the 
wider countryside.  We aim to promote 
the conservation of mammals 
throughout Oxfordshire, by training 
members in identification and survey 
skills to help establish the distribution 
and abundance of different species; 
providing advice on mammals and their 
habitats; and above all, having fun! 
 
Join us to learn something new, 
cultivate a long-held interest or just for 
enjoyment.  You’ll never forget the first 
time you see a badger emerge from its 

sett, find a Harvest mouse nest, or learn 
to identify mammal signs in your local 
area. Whether you’re interested in 
finding out who left footprints in the 
mud, or how to encourage hedgehogs 
back to your garden, there's certain to 
be something for you here.  We have a 
varied programme of indoor and 
outdoor events throughout the county, 
many suitable for the whole family.   

 
For more events and details on how to 
get involved see 
www.oxonmammals.org.uk, or follow us 
on Facebook (Oxon Mammal Group) and 
Twitter (@OxonMammals). 
 
Merryl Gelling 
Chair, Oxfordshire Mammal Group 

 
New Oxfordshire Mammal Group! 

Dormouse  
© BSG Ecology 
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Our new Biodiversity Data Assistant 

Rachael  Potter joined TVERC as the 
Biodiversity Data Assistant in July 
2013. Prior to this Rachael was a 
Volunteer Data Assistant at Hampshire 
Biodiversity Information Centre. 
Rachael is a graduate of Sussex 
University with a degree in BSc 
Geography with Ecology and wrote her 
undergraduate thesis on “The use of 
dewponds by bird communities on the 
South Downs and the wider implications for the conservation 
management of this resource”. This was followed by an MSc in 
Biodiversity Survey.  

Rachael’s specialisms are heathland and bryophytes, but she also has keen 
interests in flowering plants and birds and pretty much wants to identify 
everything she sees!  

Following university Rachael volunteered extensively, with the RSPB as an 
Assistant Conservation Officer, The Grasslands Trust as a Conservation 
Advice Assistant and the Bumblebee Conservation Trust where she 
worked with the Conservation Officers to collate a database of records for 
Biodiversity Action Plan species within target areas. She has also 
completed a work placement with an ecological consultancy where she 
learnt how to survey for great crested newts and bats.  

Rachael Potter, Biodiversity Data Assistant 

Congratulations to our Oxfordshire 

Recorder Judy Webb who earlier in the 

year won a Natural England Graftas 

Award 2013 in the individual 

volunteering category. Graftas awards 

are Natural England’s in-house awards 

which help ensure the excellent work 

that volunteers carry out for Natural 

England and for the environment is 

recognised. In particular, Judy’s award 

was for species recording work at 1) 

Aston Rowant National Nature Reserve, 

Oxfordshire, 2) Cothill fen National 

Nature Reserve, Oxfordshire and 3) 

Barton Hills National Nature Reserve, 

Bedfordshire. 

Natural England states: 

“Judy has set a high standard for 
biological recording and has made a 
huge contribution to our understanding 
of the sites she is involved with. 

Judy’s passion and commitment 
continues to provide clear evidence for 
the conservation of rare species, which 
impressed the judging panel.” 

  Don’t forget to send us  

   your wildlife records! 

Judy with Mick and Bob, two other  
Aston Rowant volunteers 

TVERC recorder Judy Webb wins Natural England 

Award 

Recording for Atlas of 
the British Flora 2020. 

Vice county 23, 
Oxfordshire. 

The Botanical Society of 
Britain & Ireland (BSBI) is 
looking for volunteers to 
record the flora of the 
British Isles during 2014 –
2019 to update their Atlas. 
If you would like to help 
please contact Sue Helm 
who has just become the 
new County Recorder for 
Oxfordshire, VC 23. Her 
contact details are: 

E-mail sue@shelm.co.uk or 
telephone  07774205972 

 

Why not take a look at  

our website for 

conservation news and 

events in Berkshire and 

Oxfordshire 

www.tverc.org 

mailto:sue@shelm.co.uk
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This summer the Berks, Bucks & Oxon 

Wildlife Trust (BBOWT) is welcoming 

visitors to Meadow Farm, a suite of 

extraordinary wildflower meadows in 

the Upper Ray Living Landscape on 

the border of Oxfordshire and 

Buckinghamshire. 

 The 28-hectare site is a precious 

remnant of an ancient landscape; 

ridges and furrows indicate that these 

fields were under the plough several 

centuries ago. For the last 50 years 

the fields have been cut for hay and 

grazed with sheep for a few months. 

This gentle, traditional management 

means that Meadow Farm has 

become a special wildlife site. 

 Surveys carried out last summer 

revealed that Meadow Farm has rare 

and unusual wild flowers such as true 

fox sedge and tubular water 

dropwort. Otters are known to be 

using the River Ray along the northern 

boundary, and the wet furrows in the 

fields make ideal feeding sites for 

curlew and other wading birds. The 

overgrown hedgerows are superb 

habitats for rare black and brown 

hairstreak butterflies. 

 BBOWT’s Meadow Farm project, 

which is supported by a Heritage 

Lottery Fund grant, aims to encourage 

more local people, groups and school 

children to visit the site on guided 

walks and pre-arranged tours.  

 Butterfly and wild flower surveys will 

be carried out during the summer, 

and conservation work parties will be 

working on site in the autumn and 

winter, digging ponds and managing 

the hedgerows. 

 To find out more about Meadow 

Farm, book a visit or join a work party, 

please contact Cathie Hasler, the 

Meadow Farm project officer on 

meadowfarm@bbowt.org.uk  

Extraordinary wildflower meadows open to the public 

Seed drying at Meadow Farm 

Wildflower surveying 

Cherwell Habitats Mapping 

TVERC are currently working on a project for Cherwell District Council to map 
habitats and land-use in their area. 

Mapping of habitats and other land uses within Oxfordshire has been carried 
out by TVERC since 2003 but there are gaps in the dataset as we were only 
funded to concentrate on key areas. So previous habitat mapping concentrated 
on the most important designated sites (primarily Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest and Local Wildlife Sites) as well as the landscape-scale areas of wildlife 
importance (Conservation Target Areas). In addition, some types of habitat have 
been mapped across all of Oxfordshire as part of updates to national priority 
habitat inventory updates (funded by Natural England). 

Before we started this project, only about 16% of Cherwell was covered by 
phase 1 mapping (9,372 hectares) and within this, 3,381 hectares of NERC Act 
S41 habitats of Principal Importance (previously called UK BAP priority habitats) 
have been mapped. Cherwell DC needs to know where the highest quality 
natural environment is so that they can make sound decisions on the location 
and design of sustainable development and where to direct wildlife 
conservation work. The improved dataset will allow Cherwell DC to better 
meet its obligations under the Natural Environment and Rural Communities 
(NERC) Act 2006 and other legislation and policy to protect and enhance the 
natural environment. 

We hope that other local authorities in Oxfordshire will fund similar work in 
their areas, when they see how useful the information is to Cherwell DC. 
Camilla Burrow 
TVERC Director 

TVERC’s new online recording tool will 
be available soon! We ran into some 
unexpected difficulties when our ICT 
team refused to install the module 
onto our existing website. 

We are now setting up a separate 
website for online recording (accessed 
through our existing website), and will 
be letting you all know when it’s ready. 

If you’d like to use our online recording 
tool, either as an individual or with 
your recording group, do get in touch 
as we will be happy to offer training, 
help and advice.  

Camilla Burrow, TVERC Director 

Update on New Online   

Record tool 

mailto:meadowfarm@bbowt.org.uk
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Ancient Woodland is important... 

OxARG Atlas 
under way... 

Oxfordshire Amphibian and 
Reptile Group (OxARG) is 
compiling an atlas of 
amphibians and reptiles, to 
support local conservation of 
these animals.. 
 
See www.oxfordshire-
arg.org.uk for more info. 

 

Rod d'Ayala 

Ox-ARG co-ordinator 

…… everyone knows that. But do you 

know there is now a new, revised, 

inventory of ancient woodland for 

Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire 

that includes woodland down to 0.25 ha?  

Thanks to funding from Natural England, 

the Forestry Commission and some local 

authorities in the two counties TVERC 

spent 18 months working on this 

nationally important project. Why is this 

good news? The original ancient 

woodland inventory, initiated by the then 

NCC, back in the 1980s only considered 

woodlands of 2 ha or more. In the last 30 

years technology has moved on and 

there’s increased accessibility to historic 

maps and aerial photographs allowing a 

more detailed and spatially more accurate map of ancient woodlands to be 

created. Also woodlands are under more pressure, including from landuse 

change, natural environmental changes and neglected management. 

Knowing where these sites are is invaluable for both developmental 

planning and nature conservation. 

 

This project is now on its way to Berkshire… get in touch if you’d 

like to be involved; there are lots of opportunities, including:  

 Do you own/manage a woodland and would like to know if it’s 

ancient?  

 Would like to do some survey work?  

 Does mapping grab your fancy?  

 Or how about historic research of records and old maps? 

 

Helen Miller, Berkshire Biodiversity Officer 

The Berkshire Bird Atlas 

has been published and 

is accompanied by an 

excellent website: 

www.berkshirebirdatlas.org.uk  

They provide accounts of 

the 328 species 

recorded in Berkshire 

and describe the 

changes that have 

occurred over the last 

twenty years.  

 

 

Research published  
 

TVERC’s Projects Manager, Lucy Lush, has just had 
her research published in the International Scientific 
Journal; Agriculture, Ecosystems & Environment. Her 
paper is titled “Opposing effects of agricultural 
intensification on two ecologically similar species”. 
 
Lucy’s research assessed brown hare and rabbit 
distributions in pastures and the associations with 
agricultural intensification in terms of differences in 
nutritional content of forage, grazing intensity and 
floristic diversity. You can view the abstract and get access to the PDF 
here: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167880914001960 
 
For more information please contact Lucy Lush, tel 01865 815676 
email: lucy.lush@oxfordshire.gov.uk 

Brown hare  
© Celia Haddon 

 

 

Common Frog 
© Celia Haddon 

http://berkshirebirdatlas.org.uk/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167880914001960
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The Elton Archive 
 

Seventy years after they were begun, Field Notes 
compiled by Charles S. Elton, FRS (1900-1991), founding 
father of field ecology and population dynamics, have 
been transcribed into digital form suitable for 
dissemination on the Internet, accessible free to 
everyone. They comprise a valuable resource for research 
into long-term longitudinal changes in landscape, wildlife 
and habitats, and the history of Ecology and Ecologists. 

Oxford University’s 
Director of the 
Bureau of Animal 
Population compiled 
the 40 notebooks 
from 1942 -1965 
during long walks, 
bicycle rides and 
journeys to woods, 
grasslands, farms, 
and villages in and 
around Wytham, the 
Cotswolds, the Rivers 
Thames, Cherwell, Glyme, Evenlode and Kennet and the 
urban wildlife in Oxford’s University Parks and Science 
Area, the Botanic Gardens, Colleges and private houses 
and gardens.  

Every page is headed with a date and location, often the 
weather conditions and time of day as well. The texts 
include extensive descriptions of landscape and 
vegetation, detailed lists of organisms seen, heard or 
collected, many sketch maps and drawings, thousands of 
numbered specimens (many still held by the Oxford 
University Museum of Natural History), and thoughts 
about hypotheses, experiments, museum displays and 
teaching exercises.  

Although best known for contributions to entomology 
and mammalogy, Elton had a deep interest in, and 
extensive knowledge of, geology, botany, mycology, 
ornithology, limnology, forestry and agriculture. He 
studied the economic uses of the land as well as its 
natural fauna and flora. Dozens of springs, streams and 
marshes are carefully mapped and their condition and 
inhabitants recorded many times. 

 
 

 

 

Caroline M. Pond 

c/o Dr. Nigel Fisher, Wytham Woods, University of 
Oxford, Sawmill Yard, Wytham OX2 8QQ 

The Birds of Berkshire 

The new Birds of Berkshire Atlas and Avifauna was 
published in December 2013, providing accounts of all 
328 species recorded in the county, with distribution and 
abundance maps, for all the regular residents, summer 
and winter visitors and migrants.  TVERC was an 
important partner in the project, providing detailed 
habitat mapping that contributes to our understanding of 
distributions and of the changes we are seeing. In brief, 
here are some of the major conclusions: 

Many woodland specialists have declined in range and 
abundance (eg Lesser Spotted Woodpecker, Marsh Tit, 
Willow Tit, Tree Pipit, Wood Warbler, Spotted 
Flycatcher). 

The rapid decline seen in the second half of the twentieth 
century in many agricultural specialist species continues, 
though some perhaps more slowly (eg Grey Partridge, 
Lapwing, Cuckoo, Turtle Dove, Linnet, Yellowhammer, 
Corn Bunting), while some species, like the Yellow 
Wagtail (see figure), appear to be changing their habitat 
preferences. 

For most raptors the story is one of success: Buzzards are 
now widespread, Peregrines breed at several sites, 
Hobby numbers have more than doubled, Red Kites have 
expanded dramatically.  

Some birds appear to have become extinct as breeding 
species in Berkshire in the last twenty years: Snipe, Wood 
Warbler, Hawfinch, Tree Sparrow, soon, perhaps, to be 
joined by the Turtle Dove. On the other hand, several 
species have started to breed: Red Kite, Peregrine, Little 
Egret, Cormorant, Oystercatcher, Herring Gull, Lesser 
Black-backed Gull, Dartford Warbler, Raven. 

For more, go to http://berkshirebirdatlas.org.uk   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Renton Righelato  

Berkshire Ornithological Club 

Charles Elton with an American 

colleague in Wytham woods, Oxford. 

An Elton drawing 

The Buzzard’s breeding range has expanded from a toehold 

in the west of the county in 1987-9 to all of rural Berkshire 

in the 2008-11 surveys. Built areas are shaded grey. 
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On the 24th November 2013, a momentous countdown started 
– the 400 weeks until the 400th birthday of the University of 
Oxford Botanic Garden and the University Herbaria. This 
countdown is being marked by a special project highlighting 
400 different plants of cultural and scientific importance from 
the collections of the Garden, Arboretum and Herbaria.  

The first plant profiled was the Garden’s oldest specimen – an 
English yew tree (Taxus baccata) planted in 1645 by the first 
curator, Jacob Bobart. Each week a new plant will be 
showcased.  

The project can be followed on Twitter @Plants400 and on the 
website http://herbaria.plants.ox.ac.uk/bol/plants400 

 This web portal will act as a database to enable people to find 
out more about each featured plant and to see images of it 
growing in the Botanic Garden or Harcourt Arboretum, or 
preserved as a valuable specimen in one of the University 
Herbaria.  

The project is being run jointly by the Botanic Garden and 
Harcourt Arboretum, the University Herbaria, and the 
Department of Plant Sciences. Dr Stephen Harris, Druce Curator 
of the University Herbaria, said: 'Plants are fundamental to 
people's lives, and through this project we are aiming to 
demonstrate their importance, as well as showing that the 
science around plants is exciting and innovative.  

'The next 400 weeks are an excellent opportunity for people to 
get an insight into the treasures contained within the 
University's living and preserved plant collections.  

'But we're also looking to the future and would like to use the 
next 400 weeks to showcase plants in innovative fashions, 
present new research and build on the foundations created by 
the collections over the past 
400 years.' 

Dr Alison Foster, Associate 
Director 
The University of Oxford 
Botanic Garden 

  

The RENEWAL Project (Restoration in 
Newbury Along the River Lambourn) 
began in the summer of 2010, thanks 
to a generous grant from the Heritage 
Lottery Fund (HLF). As the title 
suggests, the project focus has been 
on restoring the natural beauty and 
improving the wildlife habitats of the 
last 2.5 km stretch of the river 
Lambourn as it flows through an 

urban area of town before joining the 
river Kennet. The project also aimed 
to involve the local community, 
especially those living on a large 
estate next to the river, in taking an 
interest in its history and ecology.  

Over the past four years, RENEWAL 
has built up a committed team of 
volunteers who meet every Thursday 
to carry out conservation tasks such 

as litter picking, river clearance 
and cutting back vegetation, and 
has run a wide range of events 
for adults and children.  

We have been very pleased to 
link with experts from TVERC 
who ran training sessions for us 
on wildflower monitoring and 
‘otter spotting’ and we were even 
more pleased to find evidence of 
an otter using the river, in the 
shape of spraint under one of the 
bridges. We later installed a 
webcam in the hope of catching 

it on camera but sadly, so far, our 
only film stars have been two ducks! 

HLF funding runs out at the end of 
June but the project will continue as 
one of several community projects 
run by the Newbury Community 
Resource Centre.  

Lesley Atkinson  
RENEWAL Project Administrator 
 

www.renewalproject.org.uk 
01635 500890 

Renewal Project to continue 

Wildflower monitoring with Dr Helen Miller 

River clean-up day 

 

Urtica dioica L. (Urticaceae) Stinging nettle - images 

copyright of the University of Oxford 

Plants400 

https://twitter.com/Plants400
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This group is just a year old, having been 
formed from the Rare Plants Group of 
the Ashmolean Natural History Society 
of Oxfordshire but with a new name and 
having taken on some additional roles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We intend to do more general plant 
surveys with an educational element. 
There are now 19 species with a Flora 
Guardian who co-ordinates conservation 
action for a particular species. 
Introductions of Corn Cleavers at 
Wytham and Fen Violet at RSPB Otmoor, 
have both had initial success producing 
flowers and seeds, but it is still early 
days to tell if they will establish 
sustainable populations.  

Rare Plants Register 

The species accounts have been drafted 
and TVERC has plotted lovely 
distribution maps most using Natural 

England’s character areas as 
background. 

We looked 
for 435 
species. 
Sixty six 
were not 
found since 
2000, some 
of these are 
probably 
lurking 
somewhere, otherwise it would be a loss 
of 66 species in 32 years. A rate of loss 
of two species per year is higher than 
usual for a county and the rate is higher 
than in previous decades. 

Thirty one species were present at more 
than ten sites, so were commoner than 
Locally Scarce. This leaves 338 species of 
conservation concern in the county. Of 
these 118 are of national concern, being 
either BAP Priority species, or Red 
Listed, or nationally rare or scarce. Of 
these nationally threatened species, 50 
are found only on one, two or three sites 
in the county, i.e. are Locally Rare as 
well (These figures may change).  Hear 
more at our Flora Guardians’ day  - 
Sunday November 30th at the Oxford 
University Museum of Natural History. 
For more information look on the 
website 
www.oxfordrareplantsgroup.org.uk or 
phone the chair Susan Erskine on 01367 
241499. 

Camilla Lambrick 

Oxfordshire Flora Group 

 

 

 

Example of a species distribution map - 

Prickly Poppy, Papaver argemone 

Oxfordshire Flora Group one year old 

Loss of Plants in vc 23 Oxon by Decade
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British Ecological 

Society 

Monday 21 July 2014 

Aquatic Ecology group – 

Early Career Workshop day 

Learn a range of useful skills 
needed by early career 

ecologists such as community 
visualisation, statistics in R, 
GIS, and getting your first 

paper published. - See more 
at: 

www.britishecologicalsociety.o
rg/getting-involved/special-

interest-groups/aquatic-
ecology/

#sthash.LN4JnbTH.dpuf 

TVERC now 

Tweeting! 

Keep up to date with 

what’s happening in the 

conservation community 

by following us on twitter 

@TVERC1 

27 - 29 June 2014 

Celebrating 50 years of 
the Biological Records 

Centre 

Review the causes of change 

in species distributions and 

consider the opportunities 

for biological recording 

which will be presented by 

scientific and technological 

developments. See 

www.brc.ac.uk/brc50.htm 

http://www.oxfordrareplantsgroup.org.uk/
http://www.brc.ac.uk/brc50.htm
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Oxfordshire Recording and Conservation Day 2014 
 

TVERC held another 
successful Recorders & 
Conservation Day in 
Oxford on 1st March 2014. 
The theme for the event 
was ‘Long term 
monitoring’ and 63 people attended. Oxford University Museum of 
Natural History provided us with a great venue that created an 
opportunity to talk about links between current and historic recording.  
 
Ivan Wright gave a talk illustrating how the differences between historic 
and current species of hymenoptera recorded at Shotover can largely be 
explained by changes in habitat and the historic lack of recording for, what 
were then considered to be, common species. Marc Botham gave us a 
whistle stop tour through the changes in butterfly and moth populations 
and Alan Larkman updated us on the work that has been done at City 
Farm in Eynsham where more sympathetic management techniques for 
farmland birds have also resulted in a range of rare arable weeds thriving.  
In the afternoon, Judy Webb and Camilla Lambrick, gave us insight into the 
work that has been done to monitor populations of bee orchids and 
creeping marshwort.  

 
The speed update session brought us all up to date with what our local 
groups and recorders are doing, including information on the Elton 
Archive, herptiles atlas, Wychwood flora group, new botanical atlas and 
rare finds from the Fungus Survey of Oxfordshire. 
 
Workshops included discussions about developing mammal recording and 
long term monitoring in Oxfordshire. There was also a session providing 
practical help with ladybird identification and a tour giving a ‘behind the 
scenes’ look at the entomology department at the museum.  
 
 Julie Kerans 
 TVERC Oxfordshire Biodiversity Officer 

 

The Thames Valley Environmental 
Records Centre (TVERC) is one of a 
national network of Local Records 
Centres.  It aims to: collect, collate 
and make available information to 
help people make sound decisions 

about our natural environment 
and hold all available information 
about the plants, animals, wildlife 

habitats and important wildlife 
and geological sites in Berkshire 

and Oxfordshire.  
 

Thames Valley Environmental 
Records Centre is a ‘not for profit’ 
operation run by a partnership of 

the following organisations: 
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and 

Oxfordshire Wildlife Trust, 
Bracknell Forest Borough Council, 
Cherwell District Council, Natural 

England, The Environment Agency, 
Oxford City Council, Oxfordshire 

County Council,  Reading Borough 
Council, Royal Borough of Windsor 

and Maidenhead Council Slough 
Borough Council, South 

Oxfordshire District Council, Vale 
of  the White Horse District 

Council, West Berkshire District 
Council, West Oxfordshire District 

Council, Wokingham Borough 
Council. 

Director:  Camilla Burrow 
Projects Manager:   Lucy Lush 

Data Services Officer:  Ellen Lee  
Data Services Officer:  Graham Hawker  

Oxfordshire Biodiversity Officer:  Julie Kerans 
Berkshire Biodiversity Officer:  Helen Miller 

Administration Officer: Vacant 
Biodiversity Data Assistant : Rachael Potter 

TVERC  
c/o Oxfordshire County Council 

Signal Court  
Old Station Way  

Eynsham 
Oxon OX29 4TL 

01865 815451 
www.tverc.org 

tverc@oxfordshire.gov.uk 

Berkshire Ornithological Club  

2009 & 2010 Annual Reports available now! 

Copies are available at £7.50 each + p&p from Mike Turton,  

Secretary of the Berkshire Ornithological Club (berksocsecretary@gmail.com). 
 

See http://www.berksoc.org.uk for more information. 

If you wish to email any member of staff 
please use 

firstname.surname@oxfordshire.gov.uk.   
For Helen please use helens.miller. 

The Museum lecture theatre Participants admiring the refurbished 

museum 


